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Introducing cost-effective
aerial video & photography

The Mastermind Studios Hex
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
helicopter platform is a miniature aircraft
for commercial and industrial aerial
video and photography. The unique
custom built design utilizes horizontal
rotor blades and allows the helicopter to
hover efficiently and manoeuver rapidly
using differential thrust. Efficient,
electric motors allow it to carry heavier
and more advanced payloads while
providing safety features and superior
image stabilization capabilities.

Mastermind Studios produces personal
or business based aerial photography,
and aerial videography for real estate,
music video, and motion picture / film /
movie use. Use digital aerial
photography or high definition aerial
video to acquire the visual concepts that
enhance your business needs.
Instead of hiring a full size helicopter
every time you need aerial pictures and
video, consider using Mastermind
Studios. We can shoot amazing quality
1080p video and capture brilliant still pictures. Eliminate the high expense of
hiring a full size helicopter by replacing it with our UAV. We will do the same job
as a full scale helicopter but at a fraction of the cost.
The UAV is whisper quiet and runs on direct drive electric brushless motors.
This allows us to fly over important situations without disturbing people or
operations. Don't be satisfied with the same views as the competition, get
above the situation and
obtain a bird's eye view.

?
Aerial Photography & Video
?
Outdoor Wedding Photos & Video
?
Wildlife Photography
?
Commercial Promotion
?
News Media
?
Real Estate Promotion
?
Golf Courses
?
Recreation Facilities
?
Property Assessment
?
Construction
?
Hydro-Transmission Line Inspection
?
Road Construction
?
Conservation Enforcement
?
Crime Scene Investigation
?
Crowd Control
?
Search and Rescue
?
Traffic Accident Investigation
?
Traffic Patrol Assistance
?
VIP Security
?
Emergency Measures
?
Fire Damage Assessment
?
HAZMAT Operations
?
Fire Investigation
?
Environmental Assessment
?
Geological Exploration
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DON’T BE ALARMED!
Have you heard about
the UFO sightings?

Look up in the sky and you might soon see a UFO as it is:
surveying real estate developments;
monitoring crowds at events; and
exploring various tourism venues.
Where will it be seen next? It could be at your business! It’s Mastermind
Studio’s new remote aerial vehicle for awesome pro photography and
HD video! Check out the Mastermind Studios website at
www.MastermindStudios.ca and our Facebook page for the latest
updates on UFO sightings around the city.
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